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Abstract
A crucial difference between single- and multi-001
document summarization is how salient con-002
tent manifests itself in the document(s). While003
such content may appear at the beginning of004
a single document, essential information is fre-005
quently reiterated in a set of documents related006
to a particular topic, resulting in an endorse-007
ment effect that increases information salience.008
In this paper, we model the cross-document en-009
dorsement effect and its utilization in multiple010
document summarization. Our method gener-011
ates a synopsis from each document, which012
serves as an endorser to identify salient content013
from other documents. Strongly endorsed text014
segments are used to enrich a neural encoder-015
decoder model to consolidate them into an ab-016
stractive summary. The method has a great po-017
tential to learn from fewer examples to identify018
salient content, which alleviates the need for019
costly retraining when the set of documents is020
dynamically adjusted. Through extensive ex-021
periments on benchmark multi-document sum-022
marization datasets, we demonstrate the effec-023
tiveness of our proposed method over strong024
published baselines. Finally, we shed light on025
future research directions and discuss broader026
challenges of this task using a case study.027

1 Introduction028

“Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes the truth.”029

This proverb stresses the importance of repetition030

and frequency in human comprehension. It causes031

an endorsement effect that increases the salience032

of repeated information. In this paper, we lever-033

age the endorsement effect to summarize multiple034

documents that discuss a particular event or topic035

(MDS). In the commercial arena, MDS could be036

used to aggregate search results (Miller, 2020) and037

distill insights from customer reviews (Bražinskas038

et al., 2020). Further, MDS is an integral part of039

the daily work of intelligence analysts who identify040

important information from raw documents and041

consolidate it into a summary report to be dissemi-042

nated to the leadership (Hamilton, 2014).043
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Figure 1: An example of synopsis-document relationships.
Synopsis-document endorsements are leveraged to identify
important text segments from a source document (e.g., Doc A).
Strongly endorsed segments of all documents are consolidated
into an abstractive summary.

Multi-document Abstractive Summarization, i.e. 044

MuDAS, remains a challenging problem compared 045

to its single-document counterpart (See et al., 2017; 046

Chen and Bansal, 2018; Narayan et al., 2018; Raf- 047

fel et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020). The task poses 048

a substantial challenge to modern neural models: 049

when the set of source documents are concatenated 050

into a flat sequence, it may exceed the maximum 051

length allowed by the GPU memory. There is also 052

fewer datasets available to train MuDAS models 053

in an end-to-end fashion. Recent work tackles this 054

problem by selecting representative sentences from 055

the source documents to reduce the task to single- 056

document summarization (Lebanoff et al., 2018; 057

Coavoux et al., 2019; Fabbri et al., 2019). 058

Nevertheless, there could be substantial informa- 059

tion loss if only representative sentences are used 060

for MuDAS. It becomes unclear what information 061

is reiterated and salient, resulting in unimportant 062

sentence parts being included in the summary. E.g., 063

when the sentence “World leaders join to pledge $8 064

billion for vaccine, but the U.S. sits out” is selected 065

from the document set, it is unclear which of its 066

segments, “$8 billion” or “U.S. sits out,” is more 067

salient given the topic of discussion. The neural rep- 068

resentations also treat different quantities, e.g., “$8 069

billion” and “$5 million,” indiscriminately (Rogers 070

et al., 2020). Consequently, there is an urgent need 071

for summarization systems to acquire fine-grained, 072
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segment-level textual salience. Without that, a neu-073

ral abstractive system can miss out on salient details074

and favor fluency over information accuracy.075

In this paper, we present a conceptual framework076

that leverages the endorsement effect to model fine-077

grained segment salience for multi-document sum-078

marization. When an analyst reads a document,079

he retains a synopsis of the key ideas of the docu-080

ment in his mind. The synopsis later serves as an081

endorser to identify segments in other documents082

that reiterate the same ideas (Hintzman, 1976). We083

call the synopsis an “Endorser” and the document084

a “Candidate.” Segments of the candidate doc-085

uments that are frequently endorsed by synopses086

suggest high salience and are to be consolidated087

into an abstractive summary. Our synopses are gen-088

erated from a state-of-the-art summarizer (Lewis089

et al., 2020) and a variety of methods are investi-090

gated to quantify the level of endorsement from a091

text synopsis to a document. Figure 1 provides an092

overview of synopsis-document endorsement.093

Our contributions in this paper include:094

• presenting a new conceptual framework to model095

asynchronous endorsement from text synopses to096

documents for multi-document summarization;097

• devising a novel method to enrich neural encoder-098

decoder models with fine-grained segment-level099

endorsement to consolidate strongly endorsed100

content into an abstractive summary; and101

• through extensive experiments on multiple bench-102

mark summarization datasets, we demonstrate103

the effectiveness of the endorsement method over104

state-of-the-art baselines.1105

2 Related Work106

Redundancy is essential in multi-document summa-107

rization. Without repetition and redundancy, even108

humans cannot agree on what information is salient109

and should be included in the summary (Daume III110

and Marcu, 2004). Optimizing summaries for111

frequency-based saliency has attained success prior112

to the era of deep learning (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al.,113

2011; Kulesza and Taskar, 2012; Boudin et al.,114

2015). These extractive systems strive to include115

the most frequently occurring concepts in the sum-116

mary. However, when it comes to abstractive sum-117

marization systems, the frequency of concepts is118

not fully utilized by modern neural models.119

1Our models and code will be made publicly available to
enable future work to build on these results to develop robust
multi-document abstractive summarizers.

Recent studies on MuDAS implicitly estimate 120

frequency using hierarchical encoders / decoders. 121

Liu and Lapata (2019) encode the documents using 122

hierarchical Transformers where cross-document 123

relationships are characterized by attention weights. 124

Perez-Beltrachini et al. (2019) explore structured 125

convolutional decoders. Li et al. (2020) leverage 126

similarity and discourse graphs to alter the attention 127

mechanism of encoder-decoder models. Despite 128

promising progress, modeling frequency for multi- 129

document summarization remains an open prob- 130

lem, in part because neural summarization models 131

are often pretrained on single documents that con- 132

tain little or no redundant content (Kryscinski et al., 133

2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Jin and Wan, 2020; Laban 134

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020a). Named entities 135

and quantities that represent salient information 136

details are not properly accounted for (Xu and Dur- 137

rett, 2021). If we do not explicitly model frequency, 138

abstractive summarizers may fail to adequately rec- 139

ognize such salient details. 140

We are particularly interested in reducing multi- 141

ple input documents to a single document, then con- 142

solidate the content into a succinct abstract (Nay- 143

eem et al., 2018; Coavoux et al., 2019). Our method 144

enhances the single document with fine-grained 145

segment salience to offset the lead bias (Grenan- 146

der et al., 2019; Xing et al., 2021), which hinders 147

the development of multiple-document summariza- 148

tion. Our salience estimates are obtained from a 149

frequency-driven endorsement model. Below we 150

present details of the proposed method. 151

3 Summarization with Endorsement 152

We approach the MuDAS problem in two stages. 153

First, we obtain fine-grained segment-level endorse- 154

ment for any candidate document. By excluding un- 155

endorsed sentences from consideration, we reduce 156

the set of documents to a single input document. 157

We next present an enhanced abstractive summa- 158

rization model to consolidate the document into 159

a succinct abstract, analogously to how an editor 160

would consolidate text with emphasis on endorsed 161

segments. This process involves non-trivial design 162

decisions. We start by presenting our summariza- 163

tion model with endorsement. 164

We choose the encoder-decoder architecture over 165

decoder-only architectures (Radford et al., 2019; 166

Dong et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020). It allows us 167

to balance the contribution from the source text and 168

its endorsed segments in summary generation. The 169

encoder and decoder each comprise of a stack of 170
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L Transformer blocks (Vaswani et al., 2017). Let171

{x}mi=0 be the source sequence corresponding to172

the input document, and {y}nj=0 the summary se-173

quence. x0 and y0 are beginning-of-sequence sym-174

bols. Let E be a matrix of token embeddings and175

P be position embeddings. An encoder produces176

a set of hidden vectors in its l-th layer (Eq. (1)),177

H(l) = 〈h(l)
0 , . . . ,h

(l)
m 〉, where h

(l)
i is a hidden178

vector of the i-th source token. A decoder utilizes179

top-layer encoder hidden vectors H(L) to decode180

the summary sequence, where G(l) represents a se-181

quence of hidden vectors of the l-th decoder layer182

(Eq. (2)). An upper triangular-shaped mask is used183

by the decoder, so that g(l)
j only depends on sum-184

mary tokens whose positions are less than j.185

H(l) = 〈h(l)
0 , . . . ,h

(l)
m 〉 (1)186

=

{
〈Ex0 + P0, . . . ,Exm + Pm〉 l = 0

ENCBLOCKl
(
H(l−1)) l > 0

187

G(l) = 〈g(l)
0 , . . . , g(l)

n 〉 (2)188

=

{
〈Ey0 + P0, . . . ,Eyn + Pn〉 l = 0

DECBLOCKl
(
G(l−1),H(L)

)
l > 0

189

With this architecture, we argue that it is prefer-190

able to modify the decoder and cross-attention to191

steer it towards endorsed content, rather than modi-192

fying the encoder representations H(L), as they are193

often unsupervisedly pretrained. It would be best if194

such representations remain unaffected by whether195

a segment of the source text is endorsed or not to196

provide model flexibility. A decoder layer consists197

of three main blocks to transform from G(l−1) to198

G(l) (Eqs. (3-5)).2 In particular, self-attention al-199

lows a summary token to attend to other summary200

tokens. Cross-attention allows a summary token201

to attend to all source tokens using H(L). Finally,202

a feed-forward network with ReLU activation is203

applied to generate G(l). Our focus of this work204

is to improve the cross-attention to emphasize on205

endorsed content during decoding.206

G̃(l−1) = SELF-ATTN(G(l−1)) (3)207

Ĝ(l) = CROSS-ATTN(G̃(l−1),H(L)) (4)208

G(l) = FEEDFORWARD(Ĝ(l)) (5)209

The original cross-attention head z transforms210

the j-th decoder state g̃
(l−1)
j and i-th encoder state211

h
(L)
i into query, key and value vectors (Eqs. (6-8)).212

2We omit the residual connection and layer normalization
associated with each block for brevity.

It computes attention weights as a normalized dot 213

product between query and key vectors. The output 214

of the head is a weighted sum of value vectors. 215

We introduce a set of companion heads for each 216

original head. All companion heads of z share the 217

parameters {WQ
z , WK

z , W V
z }, but a companion 218

headz,τj with an endorsement level of τ attends only 219

to source tokens that are endorsed τ times or more. 220

This is achieved with a special binary mask M τ
i 221

(Eqs. (9-10)). The original heads are believed to 222

copy over source tokens that are deemed relevant 223

to summary tokens according to the dependency 224

syntax (Clark et al., 2019). The companion heads 225

serve a similar purpose but have a narrower focus 226

on endorsed source tokens—frequently endorsed 227

tokens are more likely to be copied over by compan- 228

ion heads. The method thus improves head diver- 229

sity similar to that of sparse Transformers (Correia 230

et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2021). The hyperparame- 231

ter τ controls the level of endorsement. Finally, all 232

heads are pooled into a hidden vector ĝ(l)
j (Eq. (11)) 233

to be passed to the feedforward layer. 234

qzj = WQ
z g̃

(l−1)
j j ∈ [n] (6) 235

kzi = WK
z h

(L)
i i ∈ [m] (7) 236

vzi = W V
z h

(L)
i i ∈ [m] (8) 237

headz,τj =
m∑
i=0

exp(qz>j kzi )∑m
r=0 exp(q

z>
j kzr)

M τ
i v

z
i (9) 238

M τ
i =

{
1 if Endorse(xi) ≥ τ
0 otherwise

(10) 239

ĝ
(l)
j =

nhead∑
z=1

τmax∑
τ=0

headz,τj W τ
z (11) 240

When τmax is set to 0, the model reduces to its 241

initial form using the original heads, i.e., headz,0j . 242

Further, we initialize W τ
z = λτWz , where Wz ∈ 243

Rhhead×hmodel are pretrained model parameters asso- 244

ciated with the head z. λτ ∈ [0, 1] is a coefficient 245

and Wz =
∑τmax

τ=0W
τ
z . It indicates that, head z 246

and all of its companion heads are linearly inter- 247

polated to produce decoder hidden state ĝ
(l)
j . If a 248

source token is not endorsed, it will have a reduced 249

impact on the decoder hidden state when compan- 250

ion heads are used. The method has the advantage 251

that, when new documents are dynamically added 252

or removed from the set, it only changes the level of 253

endorsement received by the tokens (τ ), thus avoid- 254

ing costly retraining of the neural encoder-decoder 255

model. We proceed by describing how fine-grained 256

segment-level endorsement is obtained from mod- 257
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eling synopsis-document relationships.258

4 Modelling Endorsement259

Modelling endorsement serves two main purposes.260

It allows us to identify salient segments of text us-261

ing a frequency-driven endorsement model, and262

the level of endorsement guides the summarizer to263

consolidate salient content. Further, it helps us re-264

duce the source input from multiple documents to a265

single pseudo-document, whereby any unendorsed266

sentences are removed from consideration.267

A fragment of text is considered to be endorsed268

if its information is observed in the endorser. We269

obtain a set of synopses from the source documents;270

they are used as endorsers to identify salient seg-271

ments from a candidate source document. A seg-272

ment that is endorsed only once indicates its infor-273

mation is considered important by only one source274

document. Frequent endorsement by multiple en-275

dorsers suggests the information is reiterated in276

multiple source documents, and reiteration implies277

increased salience. Any information that is present278

among multiple sources is likely to be important.279

Thus, our method identifies salient segments con-280

sidering both within- and cross-document saliency.281

Our approach is in spirit similar to those of build-282

ing semantic concept graphs for multi-document283

summarization (Bing et al., 2015; Handler and284

O’Connor, 2018; Falke and Gurevych, 2019) in285

that frequently reiterated concepts are likely to be286

captured. However, we do not explicitly construct287

semantic concept graphs, but focus on modeling288

synopsis-document endorsement and incorporating289

it into summary generation, which distinguishes290

our work from these studies. We investigate two291

variants to compute segment-level endorsement.292

4.1 Synopsis-Document Alignment293

Let S be a synopsis serving as the endorser and D294

a source document, our goal is to estimate whether295

a token xi of the document is endorsed by the syn-296

opsis. A soft alignment between the synopsis and297

document is attainable by utilizing text evaluation298

metrics such as BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020b),299

where we build contextualized embeddings for to-300

kens of the document and synopsis, compute the co-301

sine similarity of embeddings, and find a most sim-302

ilar synopsis token for each token of the document303

to obtain the endorsement score S(xi) (Eq. (12)).304

Albeit a greedy alignment, the method can produce305

competitive results comparing to methods such as306

the earth mover’s distance (Zhao et al., 2019). 307

S(xi) = max
yj∈S

Sim(xi, yj) (12) 308

Contiguous Segments It is important to endorse 309

segments of text rather than isolated tokens, as seg- 310

ments such as “$8 million” is either included in the 311

abstract in its entirety, or not at all. We transform 312

token-level endorsement scores into binary deci- 313

sions using the maximum sum subarray algorithm 314

(Eq. (13)), which finds a contiguous subsequence 315

that yields the highest sum of scores. The solution 316

is trivial when all scores are positive. We thus off- 317

set the scores by δ before applying the algorithm. 318

Let {0.2, 0.3,−0.1, 0.4,−0.5} be an example of a 319

set of adjusted endorsement scores, the algorithm 320

endorses the first four tokens as the sum of their 321

scores is the highest, yielding {1, 1, 1, 1, 0}, where 322

1 indicates the token is endorsed and 0 otherwise. 323

We apply the algorithm to each sentence of the doc- 324

ument and discard the segment if it has less than 5 325

tokens. The method endorses salient segments of 326

text, yet is lenient to include gap tokens. 327

{s, e} = argmax
{i,j}∈m

j∑
k=i

(S(xk)− δ) (13) 328

Soft vs. Hard Alignment A hard alignment be- 329

tween the synopsis and document can be obtained 330

from string matching. A document token receives 331

a score of 1 if it finds a match in the synopsis. Sim- 332

ilar to above, we offset the scores by δ to obtain 333

segments of endorsed text. Hard alignment is sen- 334

sitive to entities and quantities; yet it can miss out 335

on paraphrases. We compare the effectiveness of 336

these alignment methods in the results section. 337

4.2 Synopses as Endorsers 338

A synopsis contains the main points of the source 339

document. We employ BART (Lewis et al., 2020) 340

as a single-document abstractive summarizer to 341

produce a synopsis from each document of the in- 342

put cluster. Synopses as endorsers are superior to 343

whole documents or sentence extracts. Not only 344

are synopses more concise, but they can exclude 345

superfluous information such as quoted material 346

from consideration. We score all sentences of the 347

source documents according to the sum of their 348

token endorsement scores. Highest endorsed sen- 349

tences are selected and arranged in chronological 350

order to form a pseudo-document, with a limit of 351

|D| tokens, which serves as the input to our sum- 352

marization module. 353
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When a token is deemed salient by τ endorsers,354

we set Endorse(xi)=τ , analogous to a majority vote355

by the pool of endorsers. We introduce reciprocal356

endorsement, where a synopsis can endorse every357

document of the cluster; and sequential endorse-358

ment, where source documents are arranged in359

chronological order and only synopses of the later360

documents can endorse the earlier documents. Se-361

quential endorsement assumes the first few articles362

of an event or topic are more important than oth-363

ers. It avoids endorsing redundant content, which364

is particularly useful when the documents contain365

redundancy or noise that is typical in the output366

of clustering algorithms for content aggregation.367

Importantly, our endorsement framework offers a368

potential to customize endorsement patterns based369

on the trustworthiness of news sources, political370

leanings, content quality, and more.371

5 Data372

We experiment with a large-scale multi-document373

summarization dataset (Gholipour Ghalandari et al.,374

2020) whose data are gathered from the Wikipedia375

Current Events Portal (WCEP).3 The dataset con-376

tains an archive of important news events happen-377

ing around 2016–2019. Each event is associated378

with a succinct summary of 30-40 words written379

by the editor and an average of 1.2 source articles380

linked from the event page. Additional source ar-381

ticles are retrieved from the CommonCrawl-News382

dataset using an event classifier. These articles383

are published within a window of ±1 day of the384

event date. We sample from these additional arti-385

cles to ensure each event has 10 source articles. All386

summaries and source articles are in English. The387

dataset contains 8,158, 1,020 and 1,022 clusters388

respectively in the train, validation and test splits.389

Our method aims to produce an abstractive sum-390

mary from a cluster of news articles discussing a391

given event or topic. To assess the generality of our392

method, we apply the model trained on WCEP to393

three different test sets, i.e., the test split of WCEP394

and two benchmark multi-document summariza-395

tion datasets, DUC-04 and TAC-11. The DUC/TAC396

datasets contain 50 and 44 clusters, respectively.397

They each comprise a set of news events collected398

over a period of time, and thus are suitable for eval-399

uation of the model’s generality in out-of-domain400

scenarios. DUC and TAC datasets contain four401

reference summaries per cluster created by NIST402

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:
Current_events

Synop Num Seg % Endorse Scores ≥ τ

Dataset Len Segs Len τ = 0 τ = 1 τ = 2

WCEP 61 4.9 14.2 100.0 12.6 5.6
DUC-04 58 6.1 11.7 100.0 9.7 2.3
TAC-11 60 6.7 11.8 100.0 14.5 4.1

Table 1: (LEFT) The average length of synopses (SynopLen),
average number of segments in a source document endorsed by
a synopsis and average length of endorsed segments (SegLen).
(RIGHT) Percentage of tokens with endorsement scores above
the threshold value used in each set of companion heads. All
tokens with scores below the threshold are masked out.

evaluators. WCEP has a single reference summary 403

per cluster written by editors. The target summary 404

length is 100 words for DUC/TAC and 40 words 405

for WCEP, following the convention of previously 406

published results. Endorsement-related statistics 407

for these datasets are presented in Table 1. 408

6 Experiments 409

Baseline Systems. We compare our endorsement 410

method to strong multi-document summarization 411

baselines. The extractive summarization systems 412

include (i) TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 413

and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), which are 414

graph-based approaches that perform strongly on 415

this task. (ii) Centroid (Hong et al., 2014) computes 416

the importance of a source sentence based on its 417

cosine similarity with the document centroid. (iii) 418

Submodular (Lin and Bilmes, 2011) treats multi- 419

document summarization as a submodular max- 420

imization problem. (iv) KL-Sum (Haghighi and 421

Vanderwende, 2009) is a greedy approach that adds 422

sentences to the summary to minimize KL diver- 423

gence. (v) TSR and BertReg (Gholipour Ghalandari 424

et al., 2020) are regression-based sentence ranking 425

methods using averaged word embeddings (TSR) 426

and BERT sentence embeddings (BertReg). 427

The abstractive summarization systems include: 428

(vi) PointerGen (See et al., 2017), which generates 429

a summary by copying source words and predict- 430

ing new words. The set of documents are concate- 431

nated to form the input. (vii) PG-MMR (Lebanoff 432

et al., 2018) exploits the maximal marginal rele- 433

vance method to select sentences and an encoder- 434

decoder model to fuse them into an abstract. (viii) 435

Hi-MAP (Fabbri et al., 2019) introduces an end- 436

to-end hierarchical attention model to generate ab- 437

stracts from multi-document inputs. We compare 438

our system to these baselines and report results on 439

WCEP, DUC-04, and TAC-11 datasets4. 440

4We were unable to compare our method with hierarchical
Transformers (Liu and Lapata, 2019) because the authors did
not make their ranker available for ranking paragraphs.
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Sequential vs. Reciprocal Endorsement. We441

investigate two endorsement patterns: (a) recip-442

rocal endorsement allows any two documents of443

the same cluster to endorse each other, and (b) se-444

quential endorsement arranges source documents445

in chronological order and only later documents are446

allowed to endorse earlier ones. The endorsement447

mechanism provides the flexibility needed for many448

domains to exploit cross-document relationships to449

generate abstractive summaries. For our variants,450

the highest-scoring sentences are consolidated to451

form an input document which, along with the en-452

dorsement scores, are passed to our endorsement-453

aware abstractor to be condensed into a summary.454

Endorsement-Aware Abstractor. We employ455

BART, a state-of-the-art encoder-decoder model as456

our base abstractor (Lewis et al., 2020). The model457

has 24 layers in the encoder and decoder, a hidden458

size of 1024, 16 heads, with a total of 406M param-459

eters. It was fine-tuned on the train split of WCEP460

for an average of two epochs with a batch size of461

4. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,462

2015) and a learning rate of 3−5 with warm-up. At463

inference time, we use a beam size of K=4, with a464

minimum decoding length of 10 and a maximum of465

50 tokens. Our implementation is based on fairseq5466

and it takes about two hours to train the model on467

a NVIDIA V100 32GB GPU card.468

For the endorsement-aware abstractor, we add469

two sets of companion heads to the decoder, for a470

total of 48 attention heads. The τ values for each471

set of heads are 0/1/2. Table 1 shows the percentage472

of tokens that receive different levels of attention:473

12% of the tokens receive level-1 attention (τ = 1),474

4% receive level-2 attention (τ = 2). The λτ values475

are set to be 0.8, 0.1, and 0.1—this gives more476

influence to the original attention heads, so the477

model is not confused by the addition of the new478

heads that attend to endorsed segments. We use a479

maximum of 1024 tokens for the input document.480

Synopsis-Document Endorsement. To enable481

soft alignment between a synopsis and a candidate482

document, we use BERTScore (Zhang et al.,483

2020b) with the following hash code: roberta-484

large_L17_no-idf_version=0.3.2(hug_trans=2.8.0)-485

rescaled. It suggests that the token representations486

are drawn from the 17th layer of RoBERTa-large.487

Our maximum sum subarray algorithm requires488

the scores to contain a mix of positive/negative489

values. Thus, we subtract all scores by δ. The490

5https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

System R-1 R-2 R-SU4
Extractive
Random Lead 27.6 9.1 –
Random 18.1 3.0 –
TextRank 34.1 13.1 –
Centroid 34.1 13.3 –
Submodular 34.4 13.1 –
TSR 35.3 13.7 –
BertReg 35.0 13.5 –
Our Method (In-Domain)
Endorser-Reciprocal 43.3 21.9 22.1
Endorser-Sequential 45.4 23.2 23.5

Table 2: A comparison of multi-document summarizers on
WCEP’s test set.6Endorser-* are our proposed methods.

δ values are 0.85 and 0.8 for the soft and hard 491

alignment, respectively. These values are tuned on 492

validation data, where a larger δ indicates fewer 493

tokens will be endorsed. 494

We proceed by presenting summarization results 495

on our datasets, including an ablation study to ex- 496

amine the contribution of each part of our method. 497

We also present a case study showcasing the poten- 498

tial of our endorsement method. 499

6.1 Results 500

Our methods achieve state-of-the-art results when 501

compared to previous work on WCEP’s test set (Ta- 502

ble 2). Sequential endorsement outperforms recip- 503

rocal endorsement due to the ability of sequential 504

endorsement to remove redundancies introduced 505

in later documents. In news domain, later articles 506

generally review information from previous arti- 507

cles and introduce small developments in the story. 508

By ordering the documents chronologically and 509

having later articles give endorsement to earlier 510

articles, it encourages the summarizer to pick con- 511

tent from earlier articles and reduce redundancy 512

introduced in later articles. The largest perfor- 513

mance increase can be seen in R-2, with Endorser- 514

Sequential achieving a 9.7 increase over a BERT- 515

based method. It demonstrates the effectiveness 516

of endorsement for detecting salient segments and 517

stitching them together to form a summary. 518

We report experimental results on DUC-04 and 519

TAC-11 datasets in Tables 3 and 5. Here, our meth- 520

ods can outperform or perform comparably to previ- 521

ous summarization methods. On the WCEP test set, 522

it corresponds to an in-domain scenario. On DUC- 523

04 and TAC-11 test sets, it is an out-of-domain sce- 524

nario. Due to data scarcity, the model can only be 525

6We note that baseline summarizers use a maximum of 100
articles per cluster; these results are obtained from Gholipour
Ghalandari et al. (2020). In contrast, our endorsement methods
outperform the baselines with only 10 input articles per cluster.
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System R-1 R-2 R-SU4
Extractive
TextRank 33.16 6.13 10.16
LexRank 34.44 7.11 11.19
Centroid 35.49 7.80 12.02
Neural Abstractive
Pointer-Gen 31.43 6.03 10.01
PG-MMR 36.88 8.73 12.64
PG-BRNN 29.47 6.77 7.56
Hi-MAP 35.78 8.90 11.43
Our Method (Out-of-Domain)
Endorser-Sequential 34.74 8.08 12.06
Endorser-Reciprocal 35.24 8.61 12.49
Endorser-Oracle 36.27 8.93 13.04

Table 3: A comparison of multi-document summarizers on the
DUC-04 dataset. Endorser-* are our methods.

System R-1 R-2 R-SU4
Endorser-HardAlign 44.7 22.4 22.6
Endorser-SoftAlign 45.4 23.2 23.5

- companion heads 45.8 23.5 23.8
- endorse selection 43.6 23.0 22.9
- abstractive module 28.3 9.3 10.9

Table 4: Ablation study on WCEP dataset.

trained on the train split of WCEP and then tested526

on DUC/TAC datasets. The fact that our system,527

when used out-of-the-box, can attain better or com-528

parable results to the previous state-of-the-art has529

demonstrated its strong generalization capability.530

It suggests that obtaining segment-level endorse-531

ment on an outside domain then using it to inform532

summary generation is meaningful.533

We observe that the reciprocal endorsement strat-534

egy outperforms sequential endorsement for DUC-535

04 and TAC-11 test sets. A closer look at the data536

suggests that this is due to the lower amount of re-537

dundancy present in DUC/TAC data. While WCEP538

documents are automatically clustered and contain539

much redundancy, source documents of DUC/TAC540

are manually selected by NIST assessors, each suc-541

cessive document in a topic cluster presents new542

developments about the topic. Thus, reciprocal en-543

dorsement may lead to better results for domains544

with less redundancy.545

Intuitively, we want to steer the model attention546

towards endorsed segments if they are of high qual-547

ity, and away from the segments otherwise. We548

conduct a set of oracle experiments that set λτ val-549

ues to be proportional to the R-2 recall scores of550

endorsed segments. If the segments obtained for551

τ = 2 yield a high R-2 recall score, they contain552

summary content and the model should attend to553

these endorsed segments by using a high λτ value.554

Results are reported in Tables 3 and 5 (Endorser-555

Oracle). We find that such a strategy is effective556

System R-1 R-2 R-SU4
Extractive
KLSumm 31.23 7.07 10.56
LexRank 33.10 7.50 11.13
Neural Abstractive
Pointer-Gen 31.44 6.40 10.20
PG-MMR 37.17 10.92 14.04
Our Method (Out-of-Domain)
Endorser-Sequential 36.11 9.52 13.07
Endorser-Reciprocal 37.43 10.71 13.94
Endorser-Oracle 38.01 11.11 14.61

Table 5: A comparison of multi-document summarizers on the
TAC-11 test set. Endorser-* are our methods.

for making the most of companion heads. Future 557

work may associate attention (λτ values) with the 558

quality of segments obtained at different levels of 559

endorsement (τ = {0, 1, 2}). 560

6.2 Ablation 561

We perform an ablation study on WCEP to study 562

the effects of each component in our model (Table 563

4). First, we compare the endorsement methods, 564

denoted by HardAlign and SoftAlign. SoftAlign 565

achieves consistently better results, showing that it 566

is important to allow flexibility when aligning syn- 567

opses to documents for endorsement. Next, we re- 568

move several components from the best-performing 569

model (SoftAlign) to understand the effect of each. 570

Removing “companion heads” from the abstractive 571

model results in a very small boost in performance. 572

Removing “endorsement selection”—meaning the 573

model uses no information gained from perform- 574

ing endorsement, and is simply a BART model 575

trained to summarize documents—leads to a signif- 576

icant performance drop, especially in R-1. It sug- 577

gests that using endorsement to identify summary- 578

worthy content from multiple documents is benefi- 579

cial for an abstractive model. 580

Moreover, removing the “abstractive model”— 581

meaning summaries are created extractively by se- 582

lecting the highest-endorsed sentences—results in 583

a large decrease in scores. It indicates that content- 584

selection by endorsement cannot be done alone 585

without an abstractor to create a more concise sum- 586

mary. This is especially the case for WCEP, where 587

human reference summaries are relatively short. 588

We additionally report BERTScore (Zhang et al., 589

2020b) to evaluate summaries, in addition to the 590

ROUGE metric (Lin, 2004). BERTScore uses co- 591

sine similarity between BERT contextual embed- 592

dings of words to detect word overlap between two 593

texts, thus overcoming the problem of lexical varia- 594

tion in summarization. On DUC-04, the F1 scores 595
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(a) Single Synopsis Generated by BART
Opposition leader Sam Rainsy seeks clarification of security guarantees promised by Hun Sen. Hun Sen announced a government guarantee of
all politicians’ safety Wednesday. The opposition leader was forced to take refuge in a U.N. office in September to avoid arrest. The two parties
have formed three working groups to hammer out details of the agreement.

(b) Endorsement from All Synopses
Sam Rainsy, who earlier called Hun Sen’s statement "full of loopholes," asked Sihanouk for his help in obtaining a promise from Hun Sen that all
members of the Sam Rainsy Party were free from prosecution for their political activities during and after last July’s election. Sam Rainsy, a staunch
critic of Hun Sen, was forced to take refuge in a U.N. office in September to avoid arrest after Hun Sen accused him of being behind a plot against
his life. The alleged assassination attempt came during massive street demonstrations organized by the opposition after Hun Sen’s Cambodian
People’s Party narrowly won the election. The opposition, alleging widespread fraud and intimidation, refused to accept the results of the polls.
Fearing for their safety, Sam Rainsy and his then-ally Prince Norodom Ranariddh led an exodus of opposition lawmakers out of Cambodia
after parliament was ceremonially opened in late September. Ranariddh, whose FUNCINPEC party finished a close second in the election,
returned last week and struck a deal with Hun Sen to form a coalition government. The agreement will make Hun Sen prime minister and
Ranariddh president of the National Assembly. The two parties have formed three working groups to hammer out details of the agreement,
including the establishment of a Senate to be the upper house of parliament. Sok An, representing Hun Sen’s party , said...

(c) Human-Chosen Segments
Sam Rainsy, who earlier called Hun Sen’s statement "full of loopholes," asked Sihanouk for his help in obtaining a promise from Hun Sen that all
members of the Sam Rainsy Party were free from prosecution for their political activities during and after last July’s election. Sam Rainsy, a staunch
critic of Hun Sen, was forced to take refuge in a U.N. office in September to avoid arrest after Hun Sen accused him of being behind a plot against
his life. The alleged assassination attempt came during massive street demonstrations organized by the opposition after Hun Sen’s Cambodian
People’s Party narrowly won the election. The opposition, alleging widespread fraud and intimidation, refused to accept the results of the polls.
Fearing for their safety, Sam Rainsy and his then-ally Prince Norodom Ranariddh led an exodus of opposition lawmakers out of Cambodia
after parliament was ceremonially opened in late September. Ranariddh, whose FUNCINPEC party finished a close second in the election,
returned last week and struck a deal with Hun Sen to form a coalition government. The agreement will make Hun Sen prime minister and
Ranariddh president of the National Assembly. The two parties have formed three working groups to hammer out details of the agreement,
including the establishment of a Senate to be the upper house of parliament. Sok An, representing Hun Sen’s party, said...

Table 6: An analysis of endorsed segments for a document. (a) A synopsis is generated from a candidate document. (b) The
document also receives endorsement from the other 9 synopses in the cluster. (c) We compare to segments chosen by a human
using the Pyramid method. Stronger highlighting indicates the segment received endorsement from many synopses.

are 29.89 and 30.14, respectively for our sequen-596

tial and reciprocal model. The score for human597

reference summary is 35.08. They show very simi-598

lar trends to those in Table 3, suggesting that our599

method when tested in out-of-domain scenarios can600

achieve competitive results.601

6.3 A Case Study602

We present an in-depth analysis of our fine-grained603

endorsement in Table 6. Soft alignment is used to604

endorse a candidate document from synopses of605

the cluster. We compare the resulting endorsements606

to the text segments chosen by a human using the607

Pyramid method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004),608

where semantic content units (SCUs) are identified609

from the reference summaries and are matched to610

phrases in the candidate document. The segments611

selected by our endorsement method and those cho-612

sen by manual annotation show a great amount of613

overlap, exemplifying the strength of our method614

in locating salient content from multi-document615

inputs. In fact, our endorsement method draws616

strong parallels with the Pyramid method—in our617

case, sentences from the automatically-generated618

synopses act as SCUs, which are then matched to619

phrases in the candidate document using a soft or620

hard alignment.621

We observe that the endorsement given by a sin-622

gle synopsis is already quite similar to the human623

segments. However, taking the average endorse-624

ment from all ten synopses results in a higher qual-625

ity set of segments. This shows the inherent value 626

that exists from repetition in multi-document clus- 627

ters, and it shows the importance of leveraging 628

all of the documents rather than just a single one 629

for salience estimation. Importantly, we observe 630

that named entities, e.g., “Sam Rainsy,” “King 631

Norodom Sihanouk,” are more readily endorsed 632

than other phrases. These entities are frequently 633

repeated verbatim in all of the documents, thereby 634

increasing their likelihood of being endorsed. 635

We envision future neural document summariza- 636

tion systems to produce better synopses than BART. 637

They can lead to more accurate estimates for en- 638

dorsed segments, hence improving the overall per- 639

formance of our multi-document summarizer. The 640

endorsement mechanism at its core is simple and 641

robust—looking for shared content between a doc- 642

ument and a synopsis. It provides great flexibility 643

allowing the summarizer to potentially operate on 644

document clusters containing a varying number of 645

documents, which is a desirable characteristic. 646

7 Conclusion 647

We presented a novel framework to model asyn- 648

chronous endorsement between synopses and doc- 649

uments for multi-document abstractive summariza- 650

tion. We introduced an endorsement method to en- 651

rich the encoder-decoder model with fine-grained 652

endorsement. Our method was evaluated on bench- 653

mark multi-document datasets and we discussed 654

challenges and shedded light on future research. 655
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